RESEARCH On The MODERATE-SCALE Of APPLE FARMERS In DIFFERENT TARGETS

Firstly, under the background of market deepening, population transformation and urban-rural integration, the agricultural production target has changed from the traditional
goal of "developing production and ensuring supply" to
the dual goal of "increasing grain output and farmers' income", and the small-scale business model has been increasingly challenged.
Secondly, it has become an inevitable choice for agricultural development to innovate agricultural management
system and expand agricultural management scale.
Thirdly, since 1987, the China’s government has proposed a number of ways to implement moderate scale operations, and the problem has been a constant concern
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Table 4 Test results of input-output elasticity of factors and constant return to scale

Fourthly, in the critical period of dietary structure transformation of Chinese residents, the development of apple
moderate scale operation is of great significance to improve apple production, reduce production costs and increase income of fruit farmers.

Table 5 Parameter Estimates of Net-income Model

Table 6 Parameter Estimates of Cost Model
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Figure 1 Economic analysis on moderate scale in different targets
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The moderate-scale of
apples in terms of output maximization
（0，L1*] ;
The moderate-scale of
apples in terms of netincome maximization
[Lmin，L2*]
The moderate-scale of
apples in terms of cost
minimization
（0，L2*]
Considering three targets
[Lmin，L1*]

The data in this paper is derived from the questionnaire survey of
663 apple growers in shaanxi province conducted by the national
apple industry system research group in 2015
Table 1 Sample Distribution
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Questions:
How much farmland does the apple farmer need to manage? Considering output maximization?
Or net-income maximization? Or cost minimization?
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Methods

Firstly, whether under the goal of the output level of farmers, net income of farmers or under the goal of scale economy,
there exists a moderate scale in theory while there are significant differences among the moderate scales under different
goals in reality. As far as the perspective of guaranteeing apple supply, namely oriented by the maximization of farmers'
output level, the optimal moderate scale of shaanxi apple farmers should be within 13-23 mu.
Secondly, considering the impact of land fragmentation, Shaanxi's apple production is increasing returns to scale, but is
no significant economies of scale, that is, the increase in labor, land and capital doubled is one time, the increase in apple
output is more than one time; the output elasticity of labor, land and capital is positive in the setting range of this paper,
but with the continuous expansion of apple planting scale, the total output is not necessarily increased.
Thirdly, the effect of aging population on apple production has not been reflected in the main apple producing areas of
shaanxi. Therefore, at the present stage, it is not necessary to worry too much about the aging of fruit farmers hindering
the development of apple industry. But the phenomenon of farmers' part-time job has gradually eliminated the rural demographic dividend, and continuously strengthening technical training and policy support to train a batch of new professional fruit farmers to focus on the production and operation is an urgent task for the development of apple industry.
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